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Dansen Aluminum Group
★The group has been focusing on the aluminum industry for 13
years, with ingenuity and wonderful aluminum creation.
★Founded in 2010, it covers an area of more than 400 acres,
28,000 square meters, and a construction area of 10,000
square meters.
★It integrates production, sales, contracting, system doors and
windows, construction curtain walls, aluminum veneer.
It is a comprehensive economic entity for projects such as
interior ceiling panels.
★The group has a complete set of modern imported sheet metal
processing equipment and Lanzhi Vertical Automatic Spraying
Line.
It has experienced management personnel and first-class
technical team.
★The group is a high-tech enterprise in Beijing and has obtained
high-tech enterprise certificates for many times.



About Dansen Business philosophy

Adhere to the business goal of “Creating a
brand and becoming a first-class enterprise”
Adhere to the business philosophy of “Attentive
culture, the pursuit of excellence”, we pay
attention to creating the core corporate culture
spirit of “learning, service, and inovation”!

Dansen Group was founded in 2010, focusing on the aluminum industry for
13 years, integrating product development, material production, engineering
design, project construction and other businesses, headquartered in Beijing,
with two production bases in Xianghe and Chifeng, covering an area of more
than 400 acres, 28,000 square meters. We specialize in the production of
wholesale curtain wall aluminum veneer, honeycomb panel, heat transfer
aluminum plate, imitation stone aluminum plate, aluminum square tong,
aluminum grille, shutters, guardrails, aluminum profiles for construction,
aluminum profiles for doors and windows, and make and process all kinds of
doors and windows and KFC doors. It is a Grade A qualified curtain wall
engineering company. Forming a phyisical service model of design,
production, processing, sales and construction, it providing “Aluminum One-
stop” service for aluminum profiles, aluminum windows and doors, aluminum
curtain walls and deep processing of the whole industrial chain.

The group has a complete set of modern imported sheet metal processing
equipment, as well as imported Lanzhi fully automatic spraying system.



Honors & Certificates

China Quality Reputation
Evaluation - Grade AAA
CCTV “Influence Dialog”Building
Materials Industry Partner
Chinese Top 100 Window and
Door Brands
National Real Estate Technology
Application Core Competitive
Supplier
ISO 9001:2015 Quality
Management System
IS014001:2015 Environmental
Management System
ISO 45001 :2018 Occupational Health
and Safety Management System



Molding Casting

Extruding Aging Furnace

Powder Coating
Fluorocation Spraying

Aluminum Profile Processing



Profile Fabricating Wood Grain Transfer

Electropho

resis
Packging

Thousands kinds of building aluminum profiles, as well as industrial profiles, decorative profiles, and custom

profiles are widely used in real estate, industrial construction and other industries. With the outstanding

features of durabilty, precise management and fast delivery, Dansen Aluminum has successfully served more

than 20,000 projects.



Extruders: 600
to 5,000 tons Furnaces for Wire and Rod Aging Furnaces

1. The non-extrusion time is shorter, and

the production is more efficient.
2. Applying servo motor control during rod
pushing system, the entire rod action is
faster, precise and reliable.
3. As a reliable and competitive supplier, we
always offer the best quality profiles.

1. The advantages are fast heating, high

efficiency, small energy consumption, no oil

leakage.

2. The aluminum profiles cutting is flat and
precise.

3. They feature with high configuration, long

use term and low failure rate.

1. The furnaces have good performance in

temperature uniformity and controlling.
2. The bottom of the train-type furnace is
eady to operate. Work pieces loading and
unloading is stable and smooth.

Spraying Line: Japanese Imported Lanzhi

Vertical Automatic Spraying Line
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Fine Management

Very

Fast

Attention to Detail and Excellence

Delivery Quality management is quality-cent from product design to equipment procurement, production line automation, equipment maintenance,
etc., under the premise of ensuring quality, reasonable control of costs and delivery.

Use virgin aluminum，no recycled.

Paint film refers to the film
coated on the basic
surface of metal, cured
fluorocarbon paint, can
also be called a coating.
The types of coatings
include two coatings
(average film thickness
30um) primer, topcoat;
Three coats (average film
40 um) primer, topcoat,
varnish; Four coats
(average film thickness
65um) primer, barrier
paint, topcoat, varnish.

Thermal insulation: low for joining aluminum alloy profiles.

The specific gravity is more than 10% lighter than that of recycled aluminum. Non-metallic materials with thermal conductivity. Thermal insulation in the middle of the

product.

Substrate iron content less than 0.18% Materials are treated as metal entities. Thermal insulation profile products.

The surface of the profile should be neat, no cracks, Longitudinal shear characteristic values and transverse tensile eigenvalue results

peeling, corrosion and bubbles defects are allowed or present. ＞24(N/mm). Strip heat insulation

Minor pits, bruises, and abrasions are allowed. Profiles The composite part of the material allows the coating to have slight cracks,

Wechsler hardness is not less than 8HWo However, cracks are not allowed in the aluminum substrate.



Dansen Aluminum Profiles Standardization
Standardization of card slots, components, and

industrial processes,
material supply, window function design, and

opening design.
1

Aluminum Profiles Industrialization

Standardization of construction, design and installation,
standardization of tooling accessories, processing, production
and assembly process.

2

Aluminum Profiles Intelligent
Intelligent control adjustment, intelligent

central control of the whole house.
Intelligent applications such as intelligent

sensor shading, temperature control,
fingerprint, and anti-theft.

3

Civil, thermal break, system window, curtain wall, solar frame and industrial aluminum profile



Aluminum Window Sunroom Aluminum-clad Window System Window

Exposed Frame Curtain Wall Hidden Frame Curtain Wall Frame Type Hidden Curtain Wall Piercing Type Heat Insulation Open Frame

Flower Tube Profiles Heat Sink Profiles
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Awning Blinds System Round Tube/Square Tube Connector Aluminum Raw

Carport Solar Bracket Ground PV Bracket
Flat Top Photovoltaic Bracket Beveled Photovoltaic Profile

Power Generation Panel Photovoltaic Profile
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Storefronts Sliding Doors Hinged Doors Folding Doors

Aluminum Veneer Aluminum Honeycomb Panel Heat Transfer Aluminum Plate Imitation Stone Aluminum Plate

Aluminum Grille Guardrail
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Dansen Aluminum Group Machining Center

①With 13 years of production and processing
experience, our business scope includes the
manufacturing and selling for civil aluminum profiles,
industrial aluminum profiles, aluminum veneer,
aluminum honeycomb panels, thermal break
aluminumprofiles, system window aluminum profiles,
curtain wall aluminum profiles, solar frames, frame
curtain walls, unit curtain walls and other products.

②There are 6 production lines, with more than 100 sets
of equipment such as CNC arbitrary angle cutting
double-head saw, six-axis end baht, hydraulic punching
machine, computer numerical control machining center
(CNC) and so on.

③Large-scale, specialized and strong aluminum profile and aluminum plate processing enterprises in North China



Our Featured Projects

Dansen Aluminum operates in good faith and serves attentively. The products are innovative and of excellent quality. Over the years, we have served more than 20,000 engineering projects.

Thankful for you along the way.Dansen will continue to improve. “To achieve others is to achieve oneself.” Dansen can meet all your cooperation needs.

Beijing Subway Line 10 Beijing Subway Line 5 Beijing Subway Line 4

Tianjin Subway Line 1 Tianjin Museum Jinan Expressway Plaza



Dalian Shell Museum Jingzhou High-speed Railway Station Shenyang Xiantao Airport T3 Terminal

Chifeng High-speed Railway
Station

Chifeng High-speed Railway Station Corridor Chifeng High-speed Railway Station Roofing

Chifeng High-speed

Railway Station Hall

Shijiazhuang

High-speed

Railway Station

Dalian International
Conference Center



Shenyang Subway Line 1 China Garden Museum Fenghuang International Media Center

Shijiazhuang High-speed Railway
Station

The 2nd Affiliated Hospital of
Chifeng University Chifeng Zhonglian Plaza

Heilongjiang
Shopping Street

Inner Mongolia
Museum Shanghai Municipal Library



Our Featured International Engineering Projects

Tuushin Hotel in Mongolia Renainssance Dhaka Gulshan Hotel Kuala Lumpur Pejonas Tower Singapore Changi Airport



Contact Us

Beijing Dansen Aluminum Co., Ltd (Group Head Office)
Beijing Huayu Lufeng Building Materials Co., Ltd.

(Marketing Center)
ADD: Floor 6-7, China Railway Construction 19th Bureau Building,

Daxing District, 100167 Beijing, China

Hebei Branch

ADD: Xianghed Town, Langfang City, Hebei Province, China

Inner Mongolia Dansen Architectural Decoration Co., Ltd.

ADD: High-tech Development Zone Park, Hongshan District,

Chifeng City, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, China
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